AUGUST

ACROSS

5 Period of rest from school or work
7 Person who rides the waves on a board
8 Dry sandy area with few plants
9 Game played with bat and ball
11 Land mass higher than a hill
16 Using a boat for pleasure
17 August birth stone
18 Large round fruit with green rind and sweet red pulp
20 Outdoor activity using tents
21 Take a long walk in the country for fun

DOWN

1 Journey from place to place
2 Holding or giving off great heat
3 Small boat with pointed ends that is moved by using a paddle
4 Pastime of catching or trying to catch a fish
6 Place with many rooms and beds where people pay to stay
10 Bright light of the sun
12 Move through the water by using parts of the body
13 Activity meant to relax or amuse
14 Eighth month of the year
15 August birth flower
16 Sandy area at the edge of the ocean
19 Place where cattle, horses, or sheep are raised
AUGUST
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